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Abstract. This paper describes an system of systems or metasystems approach and models

developed to help prepare engineering organizations for distributed engineering environments.

These changes in engineering enterprises include competition in increasingly global

environments; new partnering opportunities caused by advances in information and

communication technologies, and virtual collaboration issues associated with dispersed teams.

To help address challenges and needs in this environment, a framework is proposed that can be

customized and adapted for NASA to assist in improved engineering activities conducted in

distributed, enhanced engineering environments. The approach is designed to prepare engineers

for such distributed collaborative environments by learning and applying e-engineering methods

and tools to a real-world engineering development scenario. The approach consists of two

phases: an e-engineering basics phase and e-engineering application phase. The e-engineering

basics phase addresses skills required for e-engineering. The e-engineering application phase

applies these skills in a distributed collaborative environment to system development projects.

I. Introduction

1.1. Background

The effects of globalization are dramatically changing the practice of engineering and

technology in the areas of enterprise project activities and advanced engineering environments.

The National Research Council's (NRC's) Committee on Advanced Engineering Environments

expects further significant changes in engineering product design, project processes, as well as

collaboration support, education and training within the near future (NRC, 2000). Product

design and analysis is increasingly using web-based systems to assist the communication



betweendistributedteammembers.Attemptsarebeingmadeto collapseprojectprocessesin

terms of stepsand time requirementsin order for enterprisesto increaseengineeringteam

efficiency. Organizations,suchasthe NationalAeronautics& SpaceAdministration(NASA),

areconductingpilot enhancedengineeringinitiativesto helpassesswhetherdesignandanalysis

teamscanbe distributedand moreengineeringactivities combinedor conductedin parallel to

compressthe resourcesand time required for front-end engineeringefforts. Distributed

collaborationsystemsto supportsucheffortsare growing moreand morecomplex,including

grid-like network infrastructuresconnecting team memberswith secure high bandwidth,

shareabledistributed engineering data artifacts, distributed engineering tool sharing, and

synchronousaudioandvideo.

1.2. Global e-engineering environment

This resulting global enterprise environment is complex, dynamic, and produces many

collaboration challenges among product development and manufacturing teams, as shown in

Figure 1. Global presence means geographically distributed team members from diverse

organizational and national cultures. Global organizations and collapsed project engineering

cycles can create team instability as various skills are quickly applied to product design

challenges. Unfamiliarity between team members is more likely due to less face-to-face

interaction. Project characteristics will include reduced development cycles, greater engineering

complexity, increased integration, and tighter budgets. Generating success in the new reality of

global enterprises is much different than what was required in traditional engineering

environments. Enterprises will need to transform and ensure product development teams thrive



in a virtual collaborativeengineeringenvironment.This environmentandtheteamsworking in

it mustbe capableof high collaborativeperformanceconduciveto innovationwithin dynamic

schedule,cost,andperformanceconstraints.
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Figure 1. Global product development environment challenges.

We are calling teamwork in this environment, e-engineering, which is defined as 'distributed

collaboration in cyberspace using leading edge technologies enabling physically-dispersed,

diverse teams to create integrated, innovative and competitive products, systems, and services.'

According to National Research Council studies (1999, 2000), an ideal virtual collaborative

engineering environment or Advanced Engineering Environment (AEE) would 'accommodate

diverse user groups and facilitate their collaboration by helping to eliminate cultural barriers

between groups from different parts of an organization, different organizations, or different areas

of the world. There are a number of important benefits that can be achieved from effective team

use of virtual collaborative engineering technologies and methods as follows (Mills, 1998):



• Lower product development, design and production costs. Cost is the first and foremost

factor driving much of the interest in VCE technologies. Products can be developed with

more interaction in less time at a reduced cost. This greater interaction and more rapid

development time are accomplished through use of unique techniques and capabilities

provided within a VCE environment.

• Effective information sharing and generation. The ability to easily share resources from

remote sites is a critical component of a VCE environment. This allows all involved

team members to access data, drawings, and documents to enhance design development

and more quickly deal with specification changes. Such information sharing also

provides an ability to evaluate the use of cutting edge technology early in the process and

makes industry expert consultants more accessible. Sharing of information also enables

team members to have a common understanding of all issues involved.

• Improved communication. The application of VCE removes geographical constraints and

reduces time lost in traveling. It facilitates an enriched communication between and

among participants. Team members will interactively evaluate virtual prototypes of

product designs and evaluate alternative scenarios. They will be able to make decisions

quicker since all team members share the same information.

• Improved development programs. VCEs will link physically dispersed teams for an

integrated product and process development. This allows suppliers, users, and clients to

provide feedback early in the engineering cycle, which enables team members to

incorporate product lifecycle concerns. Such integration will also have an impact on the

product quality.



In the following sections,we proposea systemof systemsor metasystemsapproachto e-

engineeringwhich can assistrapidly-organizedproject teamsin meetingthe challengesand

needsof globalengineeringandmanufacturingenterprisesin virtual collaborativeenvironments

(VCEs). Applicationsof this approachto an ISAT casescenarioarealsodescribed.Viewing

enhanceddistributede-engineeringenvironmentsas a metasystemprovides severalguiding

principlesfrom which to approachthis problem. Systemsof systemsmust be engineeredin

terms that provide effective design,deployment,operation,transformation,and evaluation.

These new "higher order" systemsmust be focused on producing "systems of systems"

performanceas opposedto individual performanceof subordinatesystems. The design,

deployment,operation,and transformationof higher level metasystemsinvolve the integration

multiple complex system processesto produce desirable results. These metasystemsare

themselvescomprisedof multipleautonomousembeddedcomplexsystemsthatcanbediversein

technology,context,operation,geography,andconceptualframe. (Keatinget. al., 2002). At the

"metasystem"level,trueoptimizationisa fallacy. Complexturbulentcontextsandenvironments

precludeoptimization in the traditional systemsengineeringsense. Satisficingsuggeststhat

SoSEshouldfocus ondevelopmentof satisfactorysolutionsthat area continualrefinementof

the e-engineeringenvironment. This perspectiveappreciatesthe continual evolution and

tailoring of e-engineeringsystemproblem(s)requirements,boundaries,entities,andrelationships

throughouttheaproject'se-engineeringeffort.



2. Concepts for the e-engineering project cycle

In order to help address the above challenges for global engineering, an important research

question is 'what changes are required for rapidly-organized engineering teams to quickly

assimilate and execute at high e-engineering performance levels and how can these changes be

quickly implemented and sustained?' In order to provide some foundation to address this

question, it is useful to first discuss selected project characteristics and virtual team concepts.

This discussion will also help answer the portion of the research question concerning what

critical adaptation areas are useful for project teams to perform at high e-engineering levels.

Project characteristics serve to partially define work conducted in virtual collaborative

engineering environments. A project can be defined as 'a temporary endeavor undertaken to

create a (deliverable) unique product or service' (PMI Standards Committee, 1996). Project

phases are collectively known as the project life cycle, which defines a project's beginning,

phase sequencing, and end.

Many models exist for project life cycles (Dorfman, 1977). One extensively used model is

the waterfall model containing sequential phases of requirements, design, build, test, and

integration. Each waterfall phase should be essentially complete before the next phase begins.

This model encounters problems when project requirements do not remain stable following

completion of the requirements phase. One approach to enhancing the waterfall model is the

prototyping model, which makes use of system prototypes with selected functionality to help

determine accurate requirements. These prototypes are developed using compressed waterfall

sub-models early in the requirements phase of a traditional waterfall model.

The spiral life cycle model (Boehm, 1988) is an innovation which permits combinations of

conventional (e.g., waterfall) and enhanced (e.g., prototyping) to be used for various portions of



aproject. Recently,the spiralmodelhasbeenclarifiedby Boehm(2000)to captureits essence.

Spiraldevelopmentis a risk-drivenprocessmodelgeneratorwith two main features. The first

feature is a cyclic approachto incrementallygrow a project's degreeof definition while

decreasingits degreeof risk. The othermain featureis the useof anchorpoint milestonesto

ensurestakeholderreview andcommitmentduringspiralcycles. Boehmhasalsoclarified that

the spiralmodelis not just a sequenceof waterfall incrementswith activitiesfollowing a single

spiralsequence.On thecontrary,theorderof activitiesin thespiral is aguidelinewith theactual

order of visiting or revisiting activities driven by ongoing project assessments.It is also

important to emphasizethat the spiral model is a process-orientedmodel where eachcycle

includesassessmentandimprovementof projectprocessesaswell asprojectdeliverables.

Spiraldevelopmenthasa focusconcerningsoftwareprojects(e.g.,Muench, 1994),but can

be appliedmoregenerally to project life cycles, including e-engineeringprojects. The spiral

model's emphasison improving both project processesand deliverablesfits well with the

challengesof integratinge-engineeringprocessimprovementsduringtheprojectlife cycle. With

theexpectedcompressionof projecttimelinesandconstrainedbudgetsin advancedengineering

environments,the spiral model's cyclic developmentapproachand embeddediterative risk

assessmentscan acceleratee-engineeringteam development,accurateproject requirements

definition anddecreaseproject uncertaintyand risk. The anchorpoint milestonescanserveto

formalize progressconcerninge-engineeringperformancelevels, as well as the approvaland

hand-offof externaldeliverables.



6. E-engineering interactions, dynamics, and technology environment

One critical aspect of e-engineering is for project teams to understand and apply the various

types of distributed collaborative interactions. A general model of distributed collaboration

dynamics is shown in Figure 2 (Dix et. al., 1998). A common environment is established and

entities populate the environment, including project participants (e.g., team members and

external stakeholders) and artifacts (e.g., documents and virtual or physical prototypes).

Interactions can occur between participants and between participants and project artifacts. Direct

communication interactions are conducted between participants using synchronous and

asynchronous tools, including audio, video, and text messaging. Participants interact with

project artifacts by controlling artifacts and receiving feedback using artifact tools. Participants

also indirectly interact with each other through these artifact tools. Two forms of this indirect

interaction are feedthrough and deixis. Feedthrough occurs when a participant's manipulation of

shared artifact objects is viewed by others (e.g., rotation of a 3D CAD design). Deixis occurs

when referencing an artifact aspect to other project participants (e.g., pointing with a cursor to a

feature of the CAD drawing).

direct communication , '_....
• audio , common: ::

• video .......... _ if envlronlnent :,(_?:_
• mes.glng .... ___

ParticipSnt ____ __,_Pa*_ticipant

_._ (_xi_, "_7: (f_through)

Distributed Communication and Work

Figure 2. Distributed communication and work interactions.

This distributed collaboration interaction model can be extended and viewed more

analytically in terms of an object-oriented approach to project processes and interactions.



Object-orientedextensionscould be especiallyuseful for modeling distributedcollaborative

processesin specificprojectscenarios.Oneobject-orientedapproachto businessmodelingtreats

project processesas objects, as well as other entities of the application domain (Bider &

Khomyakov,1997). In termsof the abovedistributedprojectcollaborationmodel,objectscan

includeentities(suchasvirtual teammembers,dataartifacts,andsupportingcollaborationtools),

aswell asthe interactions(suchasdirectcommunicationanddataartifact interactions)between

suchentities. In this domain,relationsbetweenconceptualobjectsareas importantasobjects

themselvesandentity interactionsareactive,notpassive.Suchdistributedcollaborationobjects

are complexand dynamicand the propertiesof objectscanbe representedwith the help of:

history,events,andactivities. History is thetime-orderedsequenceof all thepreviousstatesof

objects.The time-orderedhistory is most important for objects that representcollaborative

processesasit showstheevolutionof theprocessin time. Eventspresentadditionalinformation

abouttransitionsfrom onestateof anobjectto another,includingdate, time, impactedobjects,

andeventattributes. Activities representdistributedcollaborationactionsthat takeplacein the

projectdomain,like thevarioustypesof collaborativemodelinteractionsdescribedabove.Sucha

distributed communicationand work interaction model is now enhancedto represente-

engineeringinteractionsand associatedtechnologyareasto enablethis interaction,asshownin

Figure3. Thetwo mainareasareuser-centrictools,representingdirectparticipant-to-participant

communicationand artifact-centrictools, representingparticipant-to-artifactinteraction. User-

centric tools can take both asynchronous(e.g., email) and synchronous(e.g. electronic

conferences,video connections,audio, and text messaging)direct communicationforms.

Artifact-centrictools canincludeprojectmanagementandschedulingapplications,productand

processsimulation,anddiscipline-specifictoolsneededfor variousprojectdeliverablescenarios.
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The same categories of groupware interactions from Figure 2 also apply and are shown in Figure

3. In order to conduct such interactions in a globally distributed environment, various

technology layers are represented. A human-computer interaction (HCI) layer needs to exist

between participants and the people or artifact-centric application tools. Such HCI technology

includes computer input and display devices. Application interfaces are required to transfer

communications and artifact data between various project applications. These interfaces involve

translation protocols and data format standards. Network infrastructures need to exist to transmit

interaction data to other distributed locations via local and wide area networks. A knowledge

repository can also be incorporated to manage a complex project's artifacts, facilitating

configuration management and quality control.
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Figure 3. Virtual collaborative metasystem distributed interaction environment

It is important for e-engineers to understand the above technology areas involved in

distributed collaborative work environments. Critical issues in applying this technology include

11



defining user requirements, tool selection, network requirements, systems requirements, and

emerging technology standards. Obtaining user requirements for collaborative tool use in

projects can be difficult and requires personnel with a good technical understanding of

collaborative tools as well as project tasks. The team leader and members must coordinate with

information technology staff in developing these requirements. One option is to develop a

"strawman" list and present this list to a group of team members for validation. With a

completed list of requirements, tools are identified to meet the stated requirements from the

existing collaborative toolset in the organization or adding additional tools. Network

requirements also need to be taken into consideration, since deploying collaborative tools can

have a severe impact on a network. In order to get the distributed collaboration infrastructure

working (especially between organizations), firewall security issues need to be resolved as well

as the environment's impact on network bandwidth. System requirements for the e-engineering

environment can include upgrade of hardware peripherals, including headsets and desktop

cameras for videoconferencing. The existing technology infrastructure needs to be leveraged as

much as possible, since a majority of required e-engineering capabilities can typically be met

with existing tools.

The issue of open standards is also important to understand when deploying and upgrading

e-engineering infrastructures. Emerging standards for distributed collaboration include T.120

standards addressing real time data conferencing (audiographics), the H.323 standard addressing

video (audiovisual) communication on local area networks, and the H.324 standard addressing

video and audio communications over low bit rate connections such as modem connections.

Even though these standards are being widely used, many tools still are using proprietary

protocols and this can impact integration of these tools within a distributed project environment.

12



Virtual team and task dynamics

Another aspect of e-engineering interactions deals with team and task dynamics during

projects. The task performance of teams using e-engineering technology to communicate and

collaborate can be viewed as a series of stages (McGrath, 1990). These task stages are 1)

inception, 2) problem solving, 3) conflict resolution, and 4) execution. Inception involves

defining project goals. The problem solving stage deals with development of solutions to project

technical problems. Conflict resolution occurs when different points of view and approaches

need to be reconciled. Also, different cultural and organizational perspectives could require

resolution. Finally, execution involves performing project tasks and overcoming project and

organizational barriers that inhibit performance. These task dynamic stages are not necessarily

sequential and certain stages may not be required, depending on the project scenario and

complexity. A team might go from inception directly to execution for more repeatable,

prescriptive project scenarios or repeat iterations between problem solving and conflict

resolution with difficult scenarios. Duarte & Snyder (1999) have identified four virtual team

social dynamic stages, which parallel the above task dynamics. Social stage 1, interaction and

inclusion, is where the team identifies and maps individual skills to project needs, establishes

communication and work procedures, and develops initial plans. Social stage 2, position status

and role definition, involves member role definition and status relationships. In social stage 3,

allocation of resources andpower, the team addresses allocation of resources and member power

relationships. Social stage 4, interaction and participation, involves performance of

13



collaborative work including interaction,

overcomingproductivitybarriers.

participation among the team members, and

Implementation issues

Understanding and developing proficiency in the above aspects of virtual team interactions

and dynamics are essential for attaining rapid, high performance levels in e-engineering

environments. Collaborative interaction and technology areas, as well as task and social virtual

team stages are critical e-engineering areas to understand, establish, and continually improve

during the project life cycle. Initial assessments need to be made of team member global

distribution, technology capability, and skill levels in distributed collaboration as well as relevant

engineering-specific disciplines. Individuals and the entire team need to be trained in identified

e-engineering skill and knowledge area deficiencies. Virtual collaborative functionality needs

should be mapped to project activities and technology solutions identified to enable this

capability. Collaboration technology, task, and social processes should be iteratively assessed

and continually improved during the project life cycle.

4. The model for e-engineering team adaptation (MeTA)

Now that a foundation of literature has been discussed and e-engineering-related concepts

identified, an initial framework is proposed, called the Model for e-engineering Team Adaptation

(MeTA) to help improve the performance of such global engineering teams. As part of a word's

structure, meta can indicate change, (e.g., metachromatism - a change in an organism's color

14



causedby variationof physicalconditions). Similarly,MeTA canbe thoughtof asaframework

of changesimplementedto a projectteam'sdynamics,requiredby varyingthe team'sphysical

andinformationtechnologyenvironmentto virtual collaborativeengineering.The model,which

is picturedin Figure4, usesanadaptationof thespiralsoftwaredevelopmentapproach(Boehm,

1988),to integratee-engineeringprocessandproductdevelopmentactivities. In orderto quickly

'spin up' to high project performance,the teamconductsvarious e-engineeringprocessand

product-centriccycles.

MeTA is aprocess-orientedmodelwhereeachcycle includesassessmentandimprovement

of projectprocessesaswell asprojectdeliverables.Similar to otherspiralmodels,eachcycleof

the model goes through actionsportrayedas a quadrant. MeTA usesaction categoriesof

identify, plan, execute,and assess. The model has two main phasesin the spiral itself: e-

engineeringbasicsand e- engineeringapplication. As with the general spiral development

model,MeTA is not just a sequenceof waterfall incrementswith activities following a single

spiral sequence.The order of activities in the spiral is a guideline with the actual order of

visiting or revisitingactivitiesdrivenby ongoingprojectassessments.In fact, projectactivities

or sub-activitiescouldbehappeningsimultaneouslyin multipleMeTA cyclesor phases.Anchor

point milestonesreviews are conductedin the assessmentactions quadrant concerninge-

engineeringperformancelevelsandexternaldeliverableprogressandhand-offs.

15
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Figure 4. Model for e-engineering team adaptation (MeTA) phasing and sample ISAT Case

activities.

4.1. The e-engineering basics phase

The focus of the MeTA basics phase deals with an engineering team quickly reaching

proficiency in basic e- engineering process areas. In this area of the model, both individual and

team e-engineering skill cycles are addressed. MeTA action quadrants of identify, plan, execute,

and assess are used to bring the team to required skill proficiency. For both the individual and

team skill cycles, proficiency assessments are initially conducted by the team leader or an

external source.
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E-engineering skill deficiency areas are identified and individual training is planned and

executed to achieve proficiency in these areas. Individual training is then followed by individual

qualification assessments to establish proficiency. Individual areas can include collaboration

tool skills and virtual team process concepts, project management and scheduling, as well as

engineering-discipline skills required for a specific project scenario.

The team skill cycle also starts with initial proficiency assessments of the team's e-

engineering performance, by the team itself or by external evaluation. E-engineering team

deficiency areas are identified and team training and exercises planned and executed to achieve

proficiency in these areas. Team training is then followed by team qualification assessment to

establish proficiency. Teaming skills include performing at proficient levels in virtual team task

and social dynamics as well as working effectively using distributed synchronous and

asynchronous collaboration tools.

4.2. The e-engineering application phase

In the second MeTA phase, application, the focus shifts to the team applying its e-

engineering proficiency to system development or other deliverable goals. This does not mean

that e-engineering process refinement activities are over, just that they are now focused on

supporting project development goals. MeTA action quadrants of identify, plan, execute, and

assess are now used to support iterative project deliverable development cycles. In Figure 4, the

e-engineering application area is tailored to the ISAT case scenario, with vehicle closure, safety

& reliability, operations, and cost & economics modeling and analysis cycles.
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It should be stressed that MeTA cycles and activities should be tailored to specific e-

engineering project scenarios, but there are certain MeTA 'invariants' that define the essence of

this model. These invariants use Boehm's spiral software development model invariants

(Boehm, 2000) as a start point. The first invariant is that MeTA is a process-driven model,

concerned with a team's e-engineering process improvement as well as deliverable task progress.

As such, MeTA must contain phase areas directed at e-engineering process proficiency (e.g.,

basics phase) as well as deliverable progress (application phase). The second invariant is that

MeTA is a risk-driven assessment model where iterative process and deliverable assessments

determine the type and level of effort of upcoming activities. The sequence of spiral activities is

just a guide. In reality, project activities or sub-activities in multiple cycles could happen

simultaneously in multiple MeTA cycles or phases, depending on these project assessments. The

third invariant is that MeTA contain anchor point milestones formalize progress concerning e-

engineering performance levels, as well as the approval and hand-off of external deliverables

6. e-Engineering applications to an ISAT case scenario

NASA's Inter-center Systems Analysis Team (ISAT) is conducting a pilot enhanced

distributed engineering initiative. ISAT engineering analysis activities include individual

assessment discipline teams conducting vehicle closure, safety and reliability, operations, and

economic modeling, which are very sequentially interdependent. Following implementation of a

semi-distributed environment and Product Data Management (PDM), several of the specific

discipline activities became parallel in nature (Fletcher, 2001b) with teams working

independently before sharing model input and output parameters. Applications of the e-

18



engineering approach to the ISAT case scenario are now described. Figure 5 shows an e-

Engineering Entity view of the ISAT case task environment, where entities include key

participants (shown in yellow) and artifacts (shown in green) as described previously in Figure 3.

Entities are organized in terms of analysis activities and general sequencing of these activities in

the ISAT case scenario. Participants are also identified by team role and geographic NASA

center location.

This e-Engineering Entity view is then enhanced to an Entity/Interaction view shown in the

diagonal and upper portions of Figure 6. This can be treated as a type of systems engineering

functional or behavioral view of the distributed engineering environment. This Entity/Interaction

view is necessary to capture before e-Engineering infrastructure and methodologies are tailored

and implemented for a program or project scenario. This view drives the type of technology

implementations which can meet team distributed functionality needs for projects and work

packages. Both user and data-centric interactions shown in Figure 3, which are necessary for

effective performance of distributed ISAT analysis tasks, are mapped to scenario user and

artifact entities. User-centric communication interactions include audio, video, and messaging

interaction channels between participant users and analysis sub-teams. Data-centric interactions

include shared application control, viewing, referencing, storage of artifact files, and sharing of

project files. In terms of the ISAT scenario, Figure 6 shows the need for user-centric interactions

at the overall ISAT team level, but also at each analysis sub-team level. All participants should

have the capability to conduct synchronous dialog with other sub-team member and dialog

between sub-teams on an individual or group basis. Such dialog is more natural with

synchronous video, audio, and instant messaging capabilities. Also shown is the need for data-

centric interactions within and between sub-teams. Within sub-teams, users need to be able to

19



control, store,reference,and view modelingand analysisapplications. Betweengroups,for

viewing andreferencinginteractionchannelsas well asfile sharingareneededfor ISAT team

activities,includingmodelerror checking,modelparameterinput andoutputbetweendependent

modelinterfaces,andsynthesisof analysisacrossmodels.

Anotherlogical view of e-Engineeringentitiesandfunctional interactionsis shownin Figure

7, which has similar information in a matrix organization. Entities are organizedalong the

diagonal, with e-Engineeringinteractionsshown at matrix intersectionsfor participant -

participantandparticipant-artifactinteractions. ISAT Teaminteractionrequirementsareshown

Clustersof sub-teamrequirementsarealsoshownfor betweenparticipantandalongthetoprow.

modelinteractions.

By comparing this functional

Engineering impact analysis can

view with current or proposed implementations,an e-

be conductedto analyze the traceability of functional

requirementsto implementations.As anexample,Figure8 showsthis integratedfunctionaland

implementationview usingtheobservedimplementationof the ISAT engineeringenvironment.

On the lower half of theview currente-Engineeringtechnologyandprocessescanbe identified

for team,participant,anddatamodelinteractions. User-centriccommunicationwasdominated

by anoverallISAT teamroomvideoconferencingbetweencenters.Data-centriccommunication

employedanenterpriseproductdatamodel (PDM) solution,which allowedintegrationbetween

standaloneanalysismodels,datastorage,andfile sharing. An e-Engineeringimpactanalysisof

theISAT casehighlightsprioritiesfor improvementfor futuredistributedenvironments.

ISAT e-Engineering traceability issue #1 deals with the inadequacy of room

videoconferencingto meetuser-centriccommunicationneeds. ISAT consistsof multiple teams

and a group audio and video channelis inadequatefor usercommunicationsby individuals

20



within and between teams. Possible technology solutions include multi-cast desktop

videoconferencing,similar to the e-Engineeringclassroomat Old Dominion University, which

allowsindividual andgroupaudio,video,andapplicationsharing. Suchtoolsshouldincludethe

capabilityto interactivelyview anyconferenceparticipant(whetherspeakingor listening),have

alist of currentparticipantnames,allow file transfer,andwhiteboarding.

ISAT e-Engineeringtraceability issue #2 also deals with the inadequacyof room

videoconferencingto meetuser-centriccommunicationneeds.As shownin thefunctionalview,

multiple conferencesbetweenparticipantsand sub-teamscould be required at the sametime.

With aonechannelroomvideoconferencingsolution,only onesessioncanoccurat atimewithin

a collaborativearea. Desktopvideoconferencingor othermultichannelsolutionscanallow for

parallel distributeddialogs to occur, which mapsbetter into the parallel natureof the ISAT

workflow. Such simultaneousmultiple conferencesare possible within a single center's

collaborativearea,or from individualparticipantdesktops.

ISAT e-Engineeringtraceabilityissue#3dealswith theability remotelyview, reference,and

control data model applications. If analysis tasksare conductedon standalonecomputers,

without the ability for applicationsharing, the collaboration workflow becomesmore like

informationsharing,wheremodel input parametervaluesandresultsare"throw over thewall"

and transferredto the next analystor sub-team. Application sharingis essentialto remotely

view, reference,andcontroldatamodelapplicationsbetweenmultiple teammembers,which can

help in processand error checking, as well as compressanalysis times and resources

requirements.
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6. e-Engineering ISAT case analysis conclusion

This section of the ISAT case research was conducted by Dr. David Dryer at Old Dominion

University and contains a preliminary system of systems engineering approach for the iterative

design, implementation, and improvement of e-Engineering project teams. This approach

includes use of the MeTA model for quickly increasing and maintaining basic and applied e-

Engineering proficiency. The approach also outlines a systems engineering process to assist in

identifying distributed collaboration interaction requirements for a particular task environment,

designing infrastructure solutions, and graphically assessing the traceability impact of current

and proposed environments.
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